
LowVig.com Offers -105 Odds on the First
Game of the NFL Divisional Playoffs

/EINPresswire.com/ America's Favorite Reduced Juice Sportsbook Has Posted Discounted Lines

on One of The Most Highly Anticipated Games of the NFL Post Season.

Tomorrow marks the beginning of the NFL divisional playoffs which kickoff at 4:30 Eastern Time

with a monumental matchup between the Baltimore Ravens and the seemingly unstoppable

Denver Broncos. Denver's star quarterback Peyton Manning hopes to take his team all the way

to the Superbowl after transforming them into an offensive powerhouse that has won its last 11

consecutive games.

Ravens fans are banking on running back Ray Rice to pull it together and beat the Broncos

defense, despite having had what he himself has described as a mediocre season. If Rice falls

short, the chances that Joe Flacco can outperform Manning are slim at best.

With less than 24 hours to go until game time, most online sportsbooks have already begun

fielding a heavy number of wagers and the money seems to be pouring in from all over the web

on both sides of this event. Denver is the clear favorite at -9, however pricing on this game is all

over the place. While most sportsbooks are currently listing the game at -110 each way, a

number of major online betting sites have the Broncos listed at -9 (+100) with a +9(-120)

comeback on the Ravens. The opening line on the event was Denver  -9½ (+100), so it isn't any

wonder many odds makers still have the Broncos listed at even money, even if most of them

have dropped the half point. 

Nevertheless, while the majority of the major sportsbooks are using a standard 20 cent line on

this event, LowVig is staying true to its 'Simply Better Value' guarantee by offering players a

chance to get in on the action at a fraction of the cost. LowVig currently has Denver listed as a 9

point favorite with the pricing set at -105 each way. With only a few games to go before the

superbowl, this may be one of the last great deals of the 2012-2013 season, which explains why

inside sources have indicated that there seems to be an inordinately high volume of action being

placed on this particular event at LowVig.com. 

This probably comes as no surprise to seasoned handicappers, however, who realize the type of

special edge a 10 cent football line can give them. 

LowVig.com is best known for offering savings of up to 50% in sports wagering expenses and has

http://www.lowvig.com/


created an educational video that fully explains how their model saves their clients money on

every wager. That video can be viewed here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nlmruaIfWa8

All wagering enthusiasts who seek a better value for their betting dollars are urged to check out

the current odds at www.lowvig.com . Players can review live lines for any and all sports by

visiting the site clicking on their specific sport of interest.

About LowVig.com

LowVig was officially launched in 2011, with a ‘Simply Better Value’ guarantee expressed through

“reduced juice” sports betting, horse rebates, poker rakeback and casino play rebates paid daily.

The company offers a cost saving guarantee because LowVig prefers to return as much value

possible to each individual bettor via the rebate and reduced juice model rather than through

lower ROI methods, such as expensive advertising campaigns, affiliate deals, or costly

promotions; thereby preferring organic growth through word of mouth advertising from their

rapidly increasing client base.
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